Abstract-A sparse uniform Cartesian-grid array suffers cyclic ambiguity in its Cartesian direction-cosine estimates due to the spatial Nyquist sampling theorem. The proposed MUSIC-based or MODE-based algorithm improves and generalizes previous disambiguation schemes that populate the thin array grid with identical subarrays-such as electromagnetic vector sensors, underwater acoustic vector hydrophones, or half-wavelength spaced subarrays.
I. INTRODUCTION
A LARGER array aperture in sensor array direction finding produces more accurate direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimates and more robust resolution of closely spaced emitters. A sparse array, with uniform inter-element spacing that is wider than the customary half-wavelength distance extends the physical aperture of the array without a corresponding increase in sensor hardware and software costs but results in cyclically ambiguous estimates of the Cartesian direction cosines and in accordance with the spatial version of the Nyquist sampling theorem. This ambiguity may be resolved by deriving a coarse but unambiguous reference estimate by deploying special sensors that measure, as distinct entities, the vector components of the impinging electromagnetic [4] , [7] or underwater acoustic vector-field [5] , or a sparse array grid geometry may embed two or more widths of spatial invariance [6] . This paper develops for the aforementioned (plus other) sparse array geometries an improved disambiguation algorithm that simplifies, generalizes, and outperforms the disambiguation procedures originally presented in [4] - [7] . This novel disambiguation method uses a MUSIC-like [1] or MODE-like [3] procedure to identify the true direction cosine estimate from a set of cyclically related ambiguous candidate estimates, the K. T. Wong is with the Department of Electronic Engineering, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, NT, Hong Kong (e-mail: ktwong@ieee.org).
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number of which equals the number of half-wavelengths in one inter-grid spacing.
II. DATA MODELS

A. Overall Array Data Model
The disambiguation procedure will be developed, presuming an uniform rectangular grid, but is equally applicable to other regular 1 array grid geometries (such as an -shaped or cross-shaped array configuration, among others). Narrowband 2 plane waves, having traveled through an homogeneous isotropic medium, impinge upon a two-dimensional (2-D) sparse array grid of identical subarrays. The th signal is characterized by a array manifold , where
Kronecker multiplication operator; vector consisting of the spatial phase factors associated with the sparse uniform array grid; vector containing the subarray manifold. , and signifies the direction cosine along the -axis, -axis, and -axis, respectively.
represents the th signal's elevation angle measured from the vertical -axis, and refers to the th signal's azimuth angle measured from the positive -axis. For the rectangular grid configuration
where , and .
The th narrowband incident signal is modeled as , where th signal's power; zero-mean unit-variance complex-valued random process; wavelength; propagation speed. With a total of uncorrelated 3 co-channel signals and the presence of spatially and temporally white additive noise at each scalar sensor . . . . . .
where refers to the complex-valued zero-mean additive white noise at the th scalar sensor at time and possesses power . With a total of snapshots taken at the distinct times , the azimuth-elevation two-angular-dimensional direction finding (DF) problem 4 is to determine from the data set .
B. Subarray Mathematical Models
The MUSIC-based disambiguation procedures herein developed are applicable to any arbitrarily spaced, diversely polarized (for electromagnetic antennas) or diversely oriented (for underwater acoustic velocity hydrophones) subarrays, as long as the overall array manifold remains unambiguous in relation to the incident source's Cartesian direction cosines.
1) The Six-Component Electromagnetic Vector Sensor: The six components of an incident electromagnetic field may be separately measured by a six-component electromagnetic vector sensor consisting of three identical electrically short dipoles and three identical magnetically small loops, all co-located in space and orthogonally oriented. The subarray manifold equals (3) where represents the auxiliary polarization angle, and signifies the polarization phase difference. In this case, . The present dis-ambiguation scheme needs only a subset of these three dipoles and the three loops, in contrast with the requirement for all six in [4] , [7] .
2) The Underwater Acoustic Particle Velocity Vector Hydrophone: A vector hydrophone consists of multiple identical co-located but orthogonally oriented velocity hydrophones (each of which measures one Cartesian component of the impinging underwater acoustic particle velocity wavefield) plus a pressure hydrophone (which measures the corresponding pressure scalar field). The resulting vector hydrophone array manifold (4) The present algorithm, unlike [5] , which requires at least three out of four components, needs only any two components in (4).
3) Subarray Used in Arrays With Dual-Size Spatial Invariances:
The dual-size spatial invariance array geometry in [6] deploys at each sparse array grid point a five-element half-wavelength spaced subarray. thus equals 5 in this case. For crossshaped subarrays, the th signal produces the subarray steering vector (5) where . For the overall array manifold to maintain its one-to-one relation to , the th source must lie in . Other multielement subarray configurations are possible, of course.
III. DERIVATION OF CYCLICALLY AMBIGUOUS DIRECTION COSINE ESTIMATES
(6) where signal-subspace eigenvector matrix; noise-subspace matrix composed of the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues with the smallest magnitude; diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the largest eigenvalues; diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries contains the smallest eigenvalues. As the number of snapshots increases (7) (8) where denotes an unknown nonsingular matrix to be determined. is necessarily nonsingular because both and are full-rank matrices. To construct a matrix pencil with extended invariance along the -axis . . .
. . .
where diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ; identity matrix; zero matrix; complex conjugate operation. Thus, the matrix pencil pair may be formed from as follows:
The matrix pencil with a large extended spatial invariance may be formed along the -axis by having all subarrays at the top rows of the overall array's grid to contribute data to and by having all subarrays at the bottom rows of the overall array's grid to contribute data to . These two matrices, which are related through an "extended" spatial invariance of along the -axis, can yield low-variance (i.e., highly precise) but cyclically ambiguous estimates of the direction cosines along the -axis (i.e., estimates of ). If there existed no noise or if an infinite number of snapshots were available, the solution to the matrix equation would be , where equal the eigenvalues of . That is, . From these, a set of low-variance but cyclically ambiguous estimates of the direction-cosines along the -axis may be derived:
. Because and , there exists a set of cyclically related candidates for the low-variance but cyclically ambiguous estimate of (12) where denotes the smallest integer greater than , and equals the largest integer less than . Moreover, the eigenvector that corresponds to the eigenvalue equals the th column of , where , and represents some unknown permutation matrix. This is because still holds, replacing and , respectively, by and . In other words, may only be estimated to within an unknown permutation matrix. In the more realistic case when noise exists and when only a finite number of snapshots are available, the above relations would become only approximate.
For the extended invariance along the -axis, similar results may likewise be derived, producing a set of low-variance but cyclically ambiguous estimates of the direction cosines along the -axis :
and may be paired using the method in [4] -[6].
IV. MUSIC-BASED AND MODE-BASED DISAMBIGUATION OF THE CYCLICALLY AMBIGUOUS DIRECTION COSINE ESTIMATES
This new disambiguation approach needs no explicit derivation of any coarse reference estimate but simply substitutes each cyclically ambiguous estimate candidate in (12) and (13) into the known array manifold . The best candidate is defined as the one that minimizes some distance measure between and (in this case, the MUSIC or MODE null spectrum). This proposed disambiguation algorithm benefits from the superior accuracy of MUSIC and MODE but avoids much of their computational burden.
A. For Diversely Polarized Antennas
For subarrays composed of diversely polarized antennas (for example, but not limited to, the six-component electromagnetic vector sensor of [4] , [7] ), we have (14), shown at the bottom of the next page.
in (14) slightly abuses the notation of (2), where is used instead. (For diversely polarized arrays, the array manifold also depends on the polarization parameters . In addition, note that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between and within the support region previously defined.) The identity is used in the preceding step, with . Noting that represents a non-negative definite matrix smallest eigenvalue of (15)
Thus, the direction-finding problem is decoupled from the polarization estimation problem. Note that this MUSIC-based disambiguation step renders the vector cross-product estimator unnecessary for the electromagnetic vector sensor sparse array direction finding algorithm of [4] and [7] . Thus, the measurement of all six electromagnetic components of the impinging wavefront is no longer necessary; rather, as few as only any two of the six electromagnetic components would suffice because the resulting array manifold would still retain its one-to-one relation with the impinging source's direction cosine.
B. For Vector Hydrophones or "Dual-Size Spatial Invariance" Subarrays
For subarrays composed of identical scalar sensors (as in the case of [6]) or composed of diversely oriented underwater acoustic particle velocity hydrophones (as in the case of [5]), the MUSIC null spectrum equals [1] Using MODE [3] , the alternate optimization is (16) where , and denotes the th element of the diagonal matrix in (6).
In the underwater acoustic vector hydrophone case of [5], it no longer becomes necessary to use the normalization estimator to derive coarse reference estimates. Moreover, the three-component or four-component vector hydrophone of [5] may be simplified to any two-component vector hydrophone composed of two co-located but orthogonally oriented velocity-hydrophones or one pressure hydrophone co-located with one velocity hydrophone.
For the "dual-size spatial invariance" array of [6], this MUSIC-based or MODE-based disambiguation step renders it unnecessary to construct and to process the third and the fourth matrix pencils of [6], thereby significantly reducing the computational load. The rigid five-sensor subarray configurations as originally proposed in [6] also become unnecessary. Rather, identical subarrays of any geometry would suffice as long as a one-to-one relation is preserved between the overall array manifold and the incident source's two Cartesian direction cosines.
C. Further Discussion
The above MUSIC/MODE null spectrum disambiguation algorithm aims not to improve the accuracy of the cyclically ambiguous estimates but to realize more accurate disambiguation. One eigendecomposition of the data correlation matrix suffices to provide the signal-subspace and noise-subspace eigenvectors needed by both ESPRIT and MUSIC (or MODE instead of MUSIC). Whereas the present MUSIC-based or MODE-based parameter estimation procedure may be applied independently to arrays of any geometry and any polarization, it is the ES-PRIT-based preprocessing step that minimizes, in a computationally efficient manner, the support region of MUSIC's or MODE's iterative search from a continuous region to the small finite set of discrete points in (12) and (13). Hence, this new disambiguation method successfully exploits MUSIC's and MODE's superior estimation accuracy while avoiding their computationally expensive iterative searches.
Another advantage of this closed-form ESPRIT-MUSIC (or ESPRIT-MODE) two-step algorithm over a purely MUSIC (or a purely MODE) iterative algorithm is the resulting independence from the requirement of good coarse parameter estimates to initiate MUSIC's or MODE's iterations and the avoidance of misconvergence in MUSIC's and MODE's iterative searches. This is because the probability and speed of convergence of MUSIC and MODE to the global optimum depend on the availability of good coarse initial estimates to start off MUSIC's or MODE's iteration.
V. SIMULATIONS
The signal scenario in all figures involved two closely spaced equal-power narrowband uncorrelated emitters. Each data point involves 300 independent experiments. The additive white noise is complex Gaussian, and the SNR is defined relative to each source. The RMS standard deviation is defined as the square root of the mean of the respective samples variances for . The RMS bias is similarly defined. TLS-ESPRIT [3] is used. Figs. 1 and 2 show the simulation results for a sparse rectangular array of uniformly spaced identical six-component electromagnetic vector sensors. The signal scenario is detailed in the caption of Fig. 1 . The first source is right-circularly polarized, whereas the second source is left-circularly polarized. Fig. 1 shows that the RMS standard deviation decreases by about 50 folds as the intervector-sensor spacing increases from up (14) to . The standard deviation approximates the Cramér-Rao Bound for . The corresponding RMS bias, which is plotted in Fig. 2 and is typically an order of magnitude smaller than the RMS standard deviation, exhibits a similar trend. All these contrast with the original disambiguation procedure in [4] and [7] , which breaks down at and thus reduces the estimation standard deviation by only 31 folds.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the corresponding simulation results for an sparse rectangular array of uniformly spaced identical vector hydrophones, each of which consists of three co-located but orthogonally oriented velocity hydrophones. The signal scenario is given in the caption of Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 shows that as the grid spacing increases from up to , the RMS standard deviation decreases to of its value when and equal half a wavelength spacing. These contrast with the original disambiguation procedure in [5] , which breaks down at and, thus, only a 31-fold decrease in estimation standard deviation.
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